The Last Android: Beware, not beware, The First Intelligence (Volume 1)

They were called humans... an armada of
carbon and water based humanoids from
the earth region of space. A predatory
species with the technology to back them
up. Such were the thoughts of Ness Unit
1A while preparing for their arrival to
Planet Ness, an android planet still under
control by Central through an ancient
program still imbedded in the androids
circuitry, implemented by a kingship called
the Interpreter millions of years extinct.
Along with the Zetons, a of exquisitely
crafted androids under their Over Cri, Ness
knew it was only a matter of time before
they, like all others before, would be put
through a horror beyond their imagination.
How to prevent the massacre and escape
Centrals experimental chamber as well as
Tracker, the invincible police droid of
Planet Ness, was paramount to their
survival, Ness included due to his exile
from Ness City.
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